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Abstract: In the present work, titanium oxide nanotubes (TON) were synthesized at the nano-size using the 

alkaline hydrothermal method and then used to remove Cu(II) ions, by adsorption, from water. The kinetic study 

of the adsorption of Cu (II) cations on titanium oxide nanotubes was carried out to estimate the amount adsorbed 

as a function of time and determine the time for maximum adsorption. The results showed that the kinetic 

equilibrium is reached after a time that increases with the initial concentration of Cu(II). The kinetics and isotherm 

are studied, considering the effects of different parameters (initial concentration, contact time, pH, and 

temperature). The pseudo-second-order model perfectly described the adsorption kinetics over the whole 

concentration range studied. The equilibrium data revealed that the Langmuir isotherm is the best-fitted isotherm. 

Cu(II) adsorption on TON was pH-dependent. The optimal pH value for Cu (II) adsorption onto TON was 4.5 (for 

an initial concentration of Cu(II) of 0,283 mmol L-1). The study of the effect of temperature on the adsorption 

kinetics allowed deducing that it was an endothermic process. 

 

Keywords: Copper (II); Titanium oxide nanotubes; Hydrothermal treatment; Adsorption; kinetics; 

Thermodynamic. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Copper is an essential nutrient that is required by all 

living organisms in very small amounts. It is found in 

various cells and tissues and as a cofactor and 

structural component of numerous         

metalloenzymes 1,2. However, excessive exposure is 

of concern and can produce adverse health 

consequences 1. Indeed, the consumption of water that 

contains copper (II) at concentrations more than the 

permissible level over many years could cause liver 

and kidney damage, stomach and intestinal distress, 

and anemia 2,3,4. Discharge of copper (II) to the 

environment increases because of human activity. As 

it is not biodegradable 5, it can accumulate and 

eventually reach significant levels 6,7. Many industrial 

effluents, which contain different copper derivatives, 

are continuously discharged to the ecosystem and 

significantly impact the aquatic environment. Copper-

containing wastewater is waste products of various 

chemical industries, including mining operation, 

smelting, semiconductors, metallurgical, extracting 

and finishing processes, electroplating, refining 

process, batteries, electronic manufacturing, paint 

industry, and poultry manures 2,8. 

Over the past few years, the removal of Cu (II) from 

wastewater has been the subject of many studies 9-12. 

Several processes have been developed and used, such 

as chemical precipitation, ionic exchange, membrane 

filtration, electrochemical methods, reverse osmosis, 

photocatalysis, and adsorption 13-15. Among these 

processes, adsorption is a fast, inexpensive, and 

universal method 16. It appears the most attractive 

because of its interesting results, simplicity, 

reusability of the adsorbent, selectivity for specific 

metals, short operating times, low operating cost, and 

generally does not generate toxic by-products. Several 

adsorbent types were reviewed in the literature for 

copper (II) removal from water, and the most used 

ones are commercially activated charcoal and ion-

exchange resins 17,18. Other adsorbents derived from a 

natural material, polymers, biological wastes, 

industrial by-products, and nanomaterials have also 

been used 19-30.  
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Recently, nanomaterials attracted the interest of many 

researchers and have been used as adsorbents for 

several organic and inorganic contaminants; because 

they showed different advantages such as excellent 

mechanical and chemical stability, large pore volume 

structure, and high surface area 31,32. In addition, the 

nanometric size of these structures leads to an increase 

in the proportion of atoms present on their surface, 

thus allowing a significant reactivity and an 

interesting adsorption capacity. The most used 

nanomaterials are carbon nanotubes, carbonaceous 

nanofibers, and graphene oxides-based 

nanomaterials, which are also used to remove Cu from 

aqueous samples 16,31. Nevertheless, the metal oxides 

prove to be a possible alternative to the relatively high 

cost of these nanomaterials. They are highly selective 

for several cations, cost-effective, stable towards heat, 

and have a wide pH range 33-35. Titanium dioxide 

(TiO2) is the most studied metal oxide among these 

oxides; it exists in two major polymorphic forms, 

anatase and rutile. Since the surface area of anatase, 

the powder is typically greater than that of rutile, 

anatase is a preferred catalyst and adsorption support 

in many applications 9,32,35,36. Among the various 

morphologies of Titania nanoparticles (nanowire, 

nanoflower, nanorod, and nanoparticles), nanotubes 

have the most surface area 8,13,15,37-39. 

Furthermore, their high pore volume and ion-

exchange capacity make them materials of great 

potential as effective adsorbents to metals. The 

removal of a variety of species such as Cu (II), Cd (II), 

Pb (II), Cd (II), Cr (III), or Pd (II) using titanate 

nanotubes has been previously investigated 40-42. 

Several previous works have studied the adsorption of 

copper (II) on nanostructured TiO2 in solution and 

powders 8,9,13,15,43,44. Zhou et al. 13 reported that the 

particle size of TiO2 nanoparticles has a strong 

influence on copper (II) growth on the catalyst 

surface. They reported that the Cu (II) adsorption was 

enhanced in the presence of UV irradiation.                 

Liu et al. 43 used hydrogenated nanotubes for Cu (II) 

ions’ adsorptive removal from aqueous solutions. 

This research aimed to study the effect of pH, time, 

starting ion concentration, and temperature on the 

kinetics and mechanism of Cu (II) adsorption on 

titanium oxide nanotubes. Various adsorption 

isotherms models were also tested to assess the 

equilibrium data. 

 

2. Materials 
 

2.1. Reagents  

All chemicals used in this study were of analytical 

grade, and all copper (II) solutions of desired 

concentrations were prepared by dissolving the 

appropriate mass of solid copper nitrate Cu (NO3)2 

3H2O (Panreac Quimica S.A. brand and 99% purity) 

in Milli-Q water. Nitric acid was of the HPLC grade 

and purchased from Scharlau Chemie S.A., purity 

65%. Titanium dioxide (P25, Degussa-Hüls A.G., 

68% anatase and 32% rutile, SBET=50 m2. g-1, non-

porous and pHPZC=5.6), sodium, hydroxide (Fisher 

Chemicals, Purity: 98.64%), and hydrochloric acid 

(Panreac Quimica SA, Purity: 37%) were used for the 

elaboration of the TiO2 nanotubes. 

 

2.2. Equipment   

Cu cations were analyzed using an atomic absorption 

spectrometer SAA type Analytik Jena "novAA 400" 

Model, equipped with a copper hollow cathode lamp 

operating at 15 mA. The wavelength was set at       

324.8 nm, the pump speed was 22 rpm, and the 

generator power was maintained at 40.68 MHz. The 

nebulizer uptake rate was adjusted to give the 

optimum response for conventional sample 

introduction, pressure and flow rate of the nebulizer 

were 3 bars and 0.45 L min-1, respectively.  

 

2.3. Elaboration and characterization of titanium 

oxide nanotubes  

As described in previous studies, 37,39 were used to 

prepare the titanate nanotubes. The elaborated 

material, the hydrogenated nanotubes (HNT), was 

calcined at 500°C for two hours in an air atmosphere 

to obtain titanium oxide nanotubes (TON). These later 

were used as adsorbents for Cu (II) removal from 

water samples. X-ray diffraction (XRD) studied the 

change in the crystal structure from the starting P25 

powder to one-dimensional TON structures was 

studied by X-ray-diffraction (XRD). The effect of 

calcination temperature on the pore size distribution, 

mesoporous volume, and surface area has been 

investigated using The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller 

(BET) method. Changes in the morphology of the 

nanotubes with the calcination temperature were 

followed using TEM and HR-TEM (High-Resolution 

TEM) analysis. Comparable results were well 

described in previous studies 37,39. XRD analysis of 

TON nanotubes showed characteristic peaks of 

anatase phase TiO2 with traces of H1.2Na0.8O7Ti3 

crystallizing in the monoclinic system. The specific 

surface area (SBET), pore volume (Vp) as well as 

average diameter (dp) of TON were determined. 

When TiO2 particles (P25) were transformed into 

hydrogenated nanotubes HNT, we noticed a 

considerable increase in the specific surface area from 

50 to 269 m² g-1. This can be explained by the 

elaborated nanotubes' multiwalled structure, which 

gives them a high SBET since nitrogen molecules can 

intercalate in the inter-foliar spaces 45,46. After 

calcination of HNT, a remarkable decrease in the 

specific surface of the TON was observed                  

(100 m2 g-1). This decrease was accompanied by an 

insignificant decrease in the mesoporous volume 

(from 0.67 to 0.63 cm3 g-1) and an increase in pore 

diameter (from 9 to 23 nm). The decrease in the SBET 

after calcination can be explained by: (i) the 

disappearance of the multiwalled structure of the 

nanotubes after calcination, thus the measured area 

relates only to the inner and outer surface of the 

nanotubes. (ii) The decrease of the number of 

nanotubes after calcination. The analysis of TON 

nanotubes by the TEM and HR-MET showed their 
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hollow and homogeneous nano-tubular structure. The 

external diameters of the nanotubes do not exceed      

20 nm, while their internal diameters range between 5 

and 7 nm. The point of zero charge (pHpzc), was 

measured by the salt method 37,39,47, determined pHpzc 

value was about 8.3 for TON. This value shows that 

the surface charge is positive for a pH < 8.3 and 

negative for a pH > 8.3. In this work, the adsorption 

of copper (II) was more pronounced in the case of 

positive surface charges of the material, so at pH of 

the medium < pHpzc. 

 

2.4. Adsorption kinetics of Cu (II) on TON 

The adsorption kinetics of Cu (II) cations on TON was 

determined by measuring the Cu (II) concentration 

change in the TON solution over time. Briefly, 50 mL 

of Cu (II) solution was added to 0.2 g of TON, and the 

material suspension was subsequently stirred at a 

constant temperature. At different times, 2 mL of the 

solution was removed, and centrifuged for 20 minutes 

at 5000 rpm.  To determine the instantaneous 

concentration (Ct) of the Cu (II) cations, the recovered 

supernatant was analyzed by flame atomic absorption 

spectrometry (SAA-F). The initial concentrations of 

Cu (II) cations ranged from 0.041 to 6.208 mmol L-1, 

and manipulations took place at initial pH values 

ranging from 4.7 to 5.4. The negative test (without 

TON) was conducted to ensure that the adsorption 

capacity was due solely to the adsorbent and did not 

involve the container walls. The results  

obtained showed that the adsorption of copper (II) on 

the glass is negligible over time, and the percentage of 

adsorption determined up to 90 min of reaction does 

not exceed 5.5%. 

The adsorptive uptake (Qt, mmol g-1) of Cu cations by 

NOT, for anytime t, was determined by the difference 

between the initial and final ion concentrations. It is 

expressed by the following Equation 1: 

𝑄𝑡 =  
𝑉 (𝐶0−𝐶𝑡)

𝑚
              (1) 

And to determine the percentage of Cu adsorption, the 

following Equation 2 is used: 

𝑅% =  
(𝐶0−𝐶𝑡)

𝐶0
 𝑥 100             (2) 

Where: C0 and Ct are concentrations of Cu(II) in the 

solution at t = 0 and any t, V is the volume of the 

solution (L), and m is the weight (g) of TON. 

Different models (intraparticle diffusion model and 

models based on the composition of the media) 48,49 

have been used to describe the mechanism of Cu(II) 

adsorption kinetics on TON. The equations of these 

models are grouped in Table 1. The variables Qe and 

Qt indexed in Table 1 are the amounts (mmol g-1) of 

Cu ions adsorbed on the TON at equilibrium and time 

t. Ki, K0, K’1, K’2, K1, and K2 represent the constant of 

kinetics cited in Table 1. 

Table 1. Kinetic models used to describe the mechanism of adsorption of Cu(II) on TON. 

Kinetic models   

Intraparticle diffusion model 𝑄𝑡 = 𝐾𝑖𝑡
1/2 + 𝐶 (3) 

Models based on the composition of the media 

𝑽 =
𝒅𝑸𝒕

𝒅𝒕
= 𝑲𝑸𝒕

𝜶 

*zero-order model 

𝑉 =
𝑑𝑄𝑡

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐾0 

(4) 

* First-order model 

𝐿𝑛(𝑄𝑡) = 𝐾′1𝑡 

(5) 

* Second-order model 
1

𝑄𝑡

= 𝐾′2𝑡 

(6) 

* Pseudo-first-order model 

𝐿𝑛(𝑄𝑒 − 𝑄𝑡) = 𝐿𝑛(𝑄𝑒) − 𝐾1𝑡 

(7) 

* Pseudo-second-order model 

𝑡

𝑄𝑡

= (
1

𝐾2𝑄𝑒
2) + (

𝑡

𝑄𝑒

) 

(8) 

 

To study the effect of pH, a volume of 50 mL of Cu(II) 

solution (6.208 mmol L-1) was prepared, and then the 

pH values were adjusted with a 10-1 mol L-1 HCl or 

NaOH solutions. The pH range studied was between 

2 and 6. 0.2 g of the material was subsequently added, 

and the stopwatch is started, and the equilibrium time 

is established (4 h). 

The effect of the quantity of the adsorbent was 

determined for TON masses ranging from 0.1 to 0.3 g 

and Cu(II) solution concentrations of 0.414, 4.139, 

and 6.208 mmol L-1. The volume and the pH of the 

solution were kept constant. 

The temperature effect was studied at 273, 275, 295, 

and 313 K. It was performed with 0.2 g of TON mixed 

with 50 mL of Cu(II) solution (3.311 mmol L-1). The 

pH of the solution was kept constant.  

 

2.5. Adsorption isotherms  

Adsorption isotherm experiments were conducted, 

leading to the equilibrium of TiO2 nanotubes (0.2 g) 

in contact with Cu(II) cations of concentration from 
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0.041 to 6.208 mmol L-1. This solution was shacked 

and kept at different temperatures ranging from 275 to 

313K. The amounts of the Cu cations adsorbed by 

TON were calculated by using Equation 9.  

Qe = (C0- Ce) V/M              (9) 

Where: Qe (mmol g-1) is the equilibrium adsorption 

capacity, C0 and Ce are the initial and equilibrium 

concentration (mmol L-1) of Cu(II) ions in solution,    

V (L) is the volume, and m (g) is the weight of the 

adsorbent. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
 

3.1. Effect of temperature and thermodynamics 

study 

Temperature is the main parameter that plays a vital 

role in any adsorption process 50,51.  According to 

Ramesh et al. 52, the temperature is one parameter that 

most affects the adsorption process. Therefore, we 

studied the kinetics of adsorption of Cu (II) ions on 

TON at the temperatures of 273, 275, 295, and    313 

K for an initial concentration of Cu (II) equal to                           

3.311 mmol L-1. Observed results (Table 2) showed 

that Adsorption capacity increases with the 

temperature and that the Cu(II) adsorption on TON 

showed an endothermic process.

 

Table 2. Adsorption capacity of Cu(II) ions on TON at different temperatures and calculated thermodynamic 

parameters. 

Temperature 

(K) 

Adsorption capacity Qe 

(mmol g-1) 

ΔG° (kJ 

mol-1) 

ΔH° (kJ 

mol-1) 
ΔS°  (J mol-1K-1) 

273 0.8271 -12.749 
  

275 0.8272 -13.115 37.1685 182.8498 

295 0.8252 -16.772 
  

313 0.8275 -20.063   
 

Our results agree with many authors who reported that 

the main reason was that the active site increases with 

increasing temperature due to the endothermic nature 

of the process. In addition, the adsorbent's intra-

particle diffusion increased with the adsorption 

temperature 50,53. According to Rashidi et al. 54, this 

increase means that the adsorption process was 

endothermic due to the increased mobility of metal 

ions and their tendency to adsorb to the adsorbent's 

surface to the more significant activity of binding sites 

as the temperature increases 

Thermodynamic parameters: the standard free    

energy (ΔG°), enthalpy change (ΔH°), and entropy 

change (ΔS°) were determined using the following 

equations (10-13). 

K𝑑 =  
𝑄𝑒

𝐶𝑒
             (10) 

Ln K𝑑 =  
∆𝑆0

𝑅
−  

∆𝐻0

𝑅𝑇
           (11) 

∆𝐺0 =  −𝑅𝑇 𝐿𝑛𝐾𝑑           (12) 

∆𝐺0 =  ∆𝐻0 − 𝑇∆𝑆0           (13) 

where: R is the universal gas constant (8.314 J mol-1 

K-1), T is the temperature expressed in Kelvin and Kd 

is the thermodynamic equilibrium constant for the 

adsorption process, determined by plotting ln qe /Ce 

versus qe and extrapolating to zero qe 55,56. H° and 

S° were obtained from the slope of the straight line 

and the intercept of the graph, respectively. As 

presented in Table 2, the free energy of the process 

(ΔG°) for Cu(II) decreased slightly from 273 to         

313 K. Negative ΔG° means that the adsorption 

process is spontaneous and more favorable at higher 

temperatures. When the ions approach the particle 

surface, some of the water molecules forming the 

hydration shell of ions are stripped off. 

Simultaneously, the degree of freedom of Cu(II) ions 

declines 57. The ΔS° value is positive, indicating high 

randomness at the solid/liquid phase with structural 

changes in the adsorbate and the adsorbent. This could 

be possible because the mobility of adsorbate 

ions/molecules in the solution increases with 

increasing temperature. Meanwhile, the value of ΔH° 

is positive, meaning that the adsorption process is an 

endothermic reaction, which supports the influence of 

temperature on adsorption property 58,59. 

 

3.2. Effect of contact time on the adsorption 

capacity of Cu(II) on TON 

The kinetic study was essential to an adsorption 

process because it demonstrated the elimination rate 

of Cu(II) and controlled the residual time of the whole 

adsorption process. The adsorption kinetic depends on 

many factors, and to describe it, it is necessary to 

consider the limiting step in the process. The study of 

the efficiency of TON as adsorbents of Cu(II) ions 

requires the drawing of curves giving the variation of 

the adsorbed quantity Qt as a function of time for 

different initial Cu (II) concentrations. 

After analyzing the results presented in Figure 1 (for 

low initial concentrations varying between 0.041 and 

0.414 mmol L-1), the adsorption kinetics showed 

instantaneous adsorption and was concentration-

dependent.
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Figure 1. Adsorption kinetics for low Cu(II) concentrations. Volume of solution=50 mL; mass of TON = 0.2 g; 

T=25°C 

 

An increase in adsorption capacity has been reported 

to increase the initial concentration of Cu ions. This is 

because adsorption on adsorbents is a diffusion-based 

process 58. 

Figure 2 provides the results of the time equilibrium 

studies for the adsorption of Cu onto TON at high 

initial concentrations (3.311, 4.139, and                    

6.208 mmol L-1). 

 

 

Figure 2. Adsorption kinetics for high Cu (II) concentrations. Volume of Cu=50 mL; mass of TON = 0.2 g; 

T=25°C 

 

The results show clearly that the percentage of 

absorption is important at high concentrations even if 

an equilibrium is reached more slowly (40 min). The 

Amount of Cu adsorbed at equilibrium (Qe) is almost 

the same for all the initial Cu(II) concentrations 

studied, probably due to saturation of the adsorbent 

sites. Many authors considered this behavior due to 

physical adsorption 58,60. 

 

 

 

3.3. Effect of initial concentration 

The initial concentration of metal ions is a significant 

parameter influencing the adsorption performance. 

The adsorption isotherm is obtained by plotting the 

variation of the amount adsorbed at equilibrium (Qe) 

as a function of the Cu(II) concentration at the 

equilibrium (Ce). According to Figure 3, the amount 

of Cu(II) adsorbed (Qe) increases rapidly for low 

concentrations in solution (0.414 to 4.552 mmol L-1), 

until it tends to be a constant with the increasing initial 

concentration. This constant is the maximum 
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adsorption capacity that the adsorption isotherm 

models can calculate. According to Li et al. 61 and 

Rahman et al. 62, metals are absorbed by specific sites 

at low concentration values. In contrast, the specific 

sites are saturated with increasing metal concentration 

and filling exchange sites.

 

 

Figure 3. Adsorption isotherm of Cu (II) cations by TON. Volume of solution=50 mL; mass of TON = 0.2 g; 

T=25°C. 

 

3.4. Modeling adsorption isotherm 

Langmuir model 

The Langmuir model is based on the following 

assumptions: the formation of a single layer of 

adsorbate on the surface of the adsorbent, the 

adsorbed sites are energetically identical, and the 

surface is homogeneous with no interaction between 

the adsorbed molecules 58,63. The Langmuir       

Equation 14: 

𝑄𝑒 =  𝑄𝑚 (
𝑏 𝐶𝑒

1+𝑏 𝐶𝑒 
)           (14) 

Where: Qm: adsorption capacity at saturation, 

characteristic of the monolayer formation of adsorbed 

molecules and expressed in mmol g-1, b: equilibrium 

constant characteristic of the adsorbent depending on 

the temperature and the experimental conditions, 

expressed in L mmol-1. 

The modeling of the adsorption isotherm of Cu(II) 

cations on TON by the Langmuir model was carried 

out based on the following linearized form       

Equation 15: 

𝐶𝑒

𝑄𝑒
=  

1

𝑄𝑚 𝑏
+  

𝐶𝑒

𝑄𝑚
            (15) 

 

Freundlich model 

The Freundlich model is based on an empirical 

equation that translates the variation of energies with 

the quantity adsorbed. It is used in the case of the 

formation of several successive adsorption layers on 

the surface and when heterogeneous sites with 

different binding energies are involved. Moreover, 

this model admits the existence of interactions 

between the adsorbed molecules. The Freundlich 

Equation 16 is written in the following form:  

𝑄𝑒 = 𝐾𝐹  𝐶𝑒

1

𝑛             (16) 

KF: adsorbent capacity (mmol g-1 (mmol L-1)-1/n), 1/n: 

heterogeneity factor. The modeling of the adsorption 

isotherm of Cu (II) cations by TON according to the 

Freundlich model  

 

was carried out based on the empirical Equation 17: 

Ln 𝑄𝑒 = Ln 𝐾𝐹 +  
1

𝑛
Ln 𝐶𝑒         (17) 

 

 

Table 3. Langmuir and Freundlich isotherm parameters for the adsorption of Cu(II) ions on TON.  

Isotherm models Parameters 
 

Langmuir 

R2 0.9972 

Qm (mmol g-1) 1.0215 

b(L mmol-1) 39.2538 

Freundlich 

R2 0.6166 

n 4.6317 

Kf (mmol g-1 (mmol L-1)-1/n) 1.0058 
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In order to identify the isotherm that best represents 

the adsorption of the Cu(II) cations on the TON 

adsorbent, the experimental data obtained were 

applied to the two models, Freundlich and Langmuir. 

The parameters of the isotherm models are 

summarized in Table 3. 

The regression coefficients of the Langmuir model 

(0.9972) are greater than that of the Freundlich model 

(0.6166). According to the obtained result, 

linearization was obtained in the whole range of the 

studied concentrations for the Langmuir model. 

Consequently, this latter better explains the Cu(II) 

adsorption data and suggests that adsorption is a 

monolayer type 50,58,64. 

 

3.5. Modeling adsorption kinetics 

To perform the adsorption process at a larger scale, 

the kinetic parameters should be determined. 

Therefore, the kinetic adsorption data have been 

simulated with five models: the intraparticle diffusion 

model, the first-order model, the second-order model, 

the pseudo-first-order model, and the pseudo-second-

order model. The kinetic parameters of these models 

were determined, and the results are presented in 

Table 4.

 

Table 4. Kinetic parameters for the adsorption of Cu(II) ions by TiO2 nanotubes TON. 

  

 

From the values of the correlation coefficient R2, the 

kinetic adsorption of Cu (II) can be best fitted by the 

semi-empirical kinetic model, the pseudo-second-

order, for all initial concentrations. It represents the 

best correlation coefficient (R2) closest to 1         

(Figure 4). Similar results were also observed in many 

studies 50, 62. 

 
 

R² = 0,9566

R² = 0,9988

R² = 0,9999

t/
Q

t

t (min)

[Cu(II)]0 = 0,041mmol.L-1

[Cu(II)]0 = 0,165mmol.L-1

[Cu(II)]0 = 0,414mmol.L-1

Kinetics models 
Parameters   

Initial concentration 

  0.041 0.165 0.414 3.310 4.138 6.208 

 

Intraparticle 

diffusion 

R2 0.0007 0.7075 0.3932 0.7759 0.8774 0.8992 

Kd (mmol g-1  min-

1/2) 
6 E-0.6 -0.0003 -

0.0001 
0.0554 0.0609 0.0148 

C 0.0076 0.0392 0.1028 0.1684 0.1364 0.6867 

 

First order 

R2 0.0322 0.6737 0.4473 0.0024 0.0748 0.7498 

K1(min-1) 0.0003 -0.0004 -7E-

0.5 

0.0001 0.0008 0.0007 

 

Second order 

R2 0.0245 0.6778 0.4468 0.0951 0.0515 0.7008 

K2 (mmol-1 g min-1) -0.033 0.0112 0.0007 0.0026 0.0019 -0.0009 

 

Pseudo-first order 

R2 0.7901 0.3416 0.494 0.6695 0.9325 0.0832 

K’1(min-1) 0.0689 0.02 -

0.0056 

0.0205 0.0168 -0.0026 

Qe1(mmol g-1) 0.5412 0.0586 0.0005 0.4623 0.7482 0.1003 

 

Pseudo-second 

order 

R2 0.9566 0.9988 0.9999 0.9974 0.9837 0.9976 

K’2( g mol-1 min-1) 5.6042E-8 -1.9 .10-5 -

0.0023 

0.2673 0.0820 0.0897 

Qe2( mmol g-1) 0.0085 0.0349 0.1008 0.8124 0.943 0.9625 
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Figure 4. Pseudo-second-order model of adsorption kinetics for low and high Cu (II) concentrations 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Effect of pH on Cu(II) yield adsorption. [Cu(II)]0=6,211mmol/L; Volume of solution=50 mL; mass of 

TON=0.2 g 

 

3.6. Effect of pH  

The effect of pH on Cu(II) adsorption on TON at 

initial pH values ranging between 2 and 6 is shown in 

Figure 5. The results show that Cu(II) adsorption is 

strongly influenced by pH. Results indicate that the 

adsorption capacity is low at pH values below 4, 

possibly due to an excess of H+ ions competing with 

Cu(II) ions for the available adsorption sites 65. This 

adsorption capacity reached its maximum values 

when the pH was between 4 and 5 (0,283 mmol L-1 at 

pH 4.5), then decreased slightly with pH values     

above 5. Cu cations precipitated as insoluble 

hydroxide 66, 67. Consequently, its concentration as 

free cations in the solution decreases, and they do not 

participate in the adsorption phenomenon, which can 

raise the competitive adsorption of free protons in the 

solution. From where a slight decrease in the 

adsorption yield was observed. This insignificant 

reduction can also be due to a small phenomenon of 

desorption which is possible with the continuous 

stirring of the solution. Indeed, all manipulations were  

 

performed at pH values ranging from 4 to 5, values 

for which copper is present as Cu(II) cations. 

  

3.7. Effect of the mass of adsorbent TON 

The influence of the mass of adsorbent, going from 

0.1 to 0.3 g while keeping the volume of the solution 

constant, on the efficiency of Cu(II) removal from 

aqueous solutions was investigated, and the results are 

presented in Table 5.  

As can be seen, the removal efficiency increases while 

the mass of the adsorbent increases.  In addition, for 

an initial concentration of Cu(II) equal to                  

6.208 mmol L-1, the adsorption percentage varies 

from 60.9 to 89.9 % when the mass of the adsorbent 

increases from 0.2 to 0.3 g. This is explained by 

increasing the available surface and active sites on the 

surface. Therefore, we can conclude that the increase 

depends on the initial concentration of the metals. 

Likewise, many authors reported in their studies that 

the mass of adsorbents significantly affects the 

adsorption process 68,69

R² = 0,9966

R² = 0,9863
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Table 5. Effect of the mass of adsorbent. 

 

3.8. Comparative study 

A comparative study of the kinetic behavior of Cu (II) 

cation adsorption on hydogenotitanate nanotubes 

(HNT), titanium oxide nanotubes (TON), and TiO2 

precursor (P25) was performed with an initial Cu (II) 

concentration of 4.138 mmol L-1. P25 is a model 

material with good purity and insolubility in water 70. 

According to the results obtained in Figure 6, the best 

adsorption kinetics was observed with TON. Indeed,  

a maximum of adsorption (higher than 95%) was 

reached after 120 min, while HNT allowed to reach a 

percentage of 76.89%. However, the amount of Cu 

(II) cations adsorbed by P25 was meager; it was about 

1.9% after a contact time of 240 min.

 

 

Figure 6. Adsorption kinetics of Cu (II) on P25 TiO2, NHT, and TON. [Cu]0=4.140 mmol L-1; Volume of 

solution=50 mL; Mass of adsorbent=0.2 g; T= 25 °C 

 

4. Conclusion 
 

This study indicates that titanium oxide nanotubes, 

with a specific surface area of about 100 m2 g-1, had 

shown an exciting adsorption capacity of copper (II) 

ions. At low Cu(II) concentration, maximum 

adsorption was reached instantly. The adsorption 

reaction was thus swift. Strong adsorption was also 

obtained at high copper (II) concentrations, even with 

slower reaction kinetics. Cu(II) adsorption processes 

are closely related to temperature, adsorption time, 

initial Cu(II) concentration, and pH. The adsorption 

conforms to the pseudo-second-order kinetic model 

and follows Langmuir isotherm models. The increase 

of adsorption in the temperature range 273–313 K 

means that the adsorption process of copper (II) ions 

by TON was endothermic. Titanium oxide nanotubes 

placed in an aqueous solution (pH between 4 and 5 

lower than pHpzc = 8.3) become positively charged. 

When this material was brought into contact with a 

solution containing Cu(II) cations, an exchange 

between the proper cations of TON and the Cu(II) 

ions in the solution can take place. So, the adsorption 

of Cu cations in TON was physisorption. It can be 

wholly desorbed by other competitive cations or a 

suitable solvent. Equilibrium of distribution of the two 

ions in the two phases was reached: 

├A + B+ == ├B + A+ 

Where: ├A: the proper cations of TON (H+, Na+); B+ 

and A+: cations in solutions. 

Significantly, this study shows that even small 

amounts of titanium oxide nanotubes are enough to 

0
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Q
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)
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P25
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[Cu(II)]0 

(mmol.L-1) 

0.414 4.138 6.208 

mads 

(g) 

Ce (mmol. L-

1) 

te 

(min) 
%ads Ce (mmol. L-1) 

te 

(min) 
% ads Ce (mmol. L-1) 

te 

(min) 
%ads 

0.1 0.026 60 93.57 2.502 210 39.54 - - - 

0.2 0.002 60 99.35 0.344 240 91.67 2.423 360 60.96 

0.3 - - - - - - 0.628 360 89.88 
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enhance the adsorption potential of the Cu(II) cations 

in terms of the adsorption rate and capacity. 
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